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Vacuum Technology:
In-Line Processing Systems

“In-line” processing systems use several
processing chambers connected together to
sequentially process the substrates.  For
example, the system can clean the substrate,
modify the substrate surfaces, and deposit films
or otherwise build structures or devices without
exposing the substrate to the ambient environ-
ment between steps.  An in-line system may
involve several different types of processing,
such as Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) and
Sub-Atmospheric Chemical Vapor Deposition
(SA-CVD).  The in-line systems are characterized
by having the substrates moving from chamber to
chamber in one direction so that a fixture can be
under processing conditions in each module all
the time.  This can give very high product
throughput of multi-process-built structures,
particularly when the system is automated.
Some in-line system designs have the capability
of adding or changing process chambers with
ease; others do not.

The processing chambers can be operating
at different vacuums or they may use different
processing gases.  The processing chambers can
be isolated from each other in several ways, as
shown in Figure 1.

In the “Valve Isolation” system there is a
valve between processing chambers.  The fixture
is moved from one chamber to another, valves
close, and the process is physically isolated from
the other processing chambers.  After processing
is completed, the chamber may be pumped out to
remove the processing gases (if any), the valve is
opened, and the fixture is moved.  Figure 1a
shows a linear in-line system where it is relatively
easy to change or add more processing stages.

In the "Pump Isolation" system there is an
intermediate chamber ("tunnel") between the
processing chambers.  This intermediate
chamber has a low conductance for gas flow
between chambers and the region is actively
pumped to prevent gases and vapors from one
chamber getting into the other chamber.  An
advantage to this system is that one end of a long
substrate can still be in one chamber while at
the other end it is entering the next chamber.
This type of design is common in systems used to
coat architectural glass  (10' x 12' panes) with
solar-control or low-E coatings.  It is relatively
easy to change or add more processing stages to
this type of equipment.

In the “Vacuum Transfer” system the fixture
is moved into and out of a transfer chamber that
can be evacuated to a “rough” or even a “high”
vacuum.  The purpose of the transfer chamber is
to prevent processing gases in one chamber from
entering another by rapidly pumping the transfer
chamber.  In some cases the transfer chamber
can be at a higher pressure than the processing
chamber so that when the valve is opened, gas
flow is into the processing chamber from the
transfer chamber to further prevent "backflow"
of the residual processing gases.  In one applica-
tion using SA-CVD, the pressure in the transfer
chamber is 3 Torr when the valve is opened.  

If the in-line system shown in Figure 1a
used a separate chamber to separate and isolate
two processing chambers, and not for processing,
it would be called a vacuum transfer system.
The system shown in Figure 1c uses a vacuum
transfer chamber that is common to all the
processing modules.  This configuration is
sometimes called a "Cluster In-Line" system.  In
one application of this system, the coating of
auto headlight reflectors with aluminum, the

cycle time for each processing
chamber is 30 seconds.  It is
not possible to add more
processing stages to this type
of in-line system equipment.

In the “Controlled
Atmosphere Transfer” system
the transfer chamber is at
atmospheric pressure, so
hermetically sealed gloves can
be used.  In the transfer
chamber, measurements and
procedures, such as mask
alignment or C-V measure-
ments, can be performed
between processing steps.
The gas in the transfer
chamber can be dry air if the
product is moisture sensitive
or an inert gas such as argon
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Figure 1:  In-line processing systems. 1a: Valve isolation system, 1b: Pump
isolation system, 1c: Vacuum transfer system, and 1d: Controlled atmosphere
transfer system.
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or nitrogen if chemical reaction is a problem.
The individual  processing chambers can be of a
“direct-load” design where the processing
chamber is opened to the transfer chamber
during each cycle, or a "load-lock" design where
there is a chamber between the transfer
chamber and the processing chamber.  In the
transfer chamber the product may be packaged
in an appropriate container before being
exposed to the ambient.   

Several types of valves can be used in the
in-line system.  If one side of the valve is at
atmospheric pressure while the other is at a
good vacuum (“external” valve), the sealing
pressure is from the pressure differential and
the valve can be a simple plate that seals against
an elastomer seal.  These can be used for the
load-lock chamber and for access doors to
individual chambers.  Door movement should be
such that the sealing surfaces are pressed
“metal-to-metal” on sealing.  Common polymer
seals and their recommended maximum
operating temperatures are:  Buna-N (100°C),
Viton (200°C), silicone (250°C), and spring-
loaded Teflon™ (350°C).

The "internal" (isolation) valves have no
large pressure differential during the process
sequencing.  They can be simple “flap-valves”
that have little sealing pressure but just restrict
the conductance of gas flow between chambers;
or they can be valves that have a positive sealing
pressure provided by mechanical means.  The

latter is desirable if the processing gases used in
one process would be a contaminant if they get
into another processing chamber or if high
vacuums are required for processing.

In-line systems are meant to operate
continuously, so heat build-up is a consideration.
If high temperatures are desired in the
processing chamber it may be best to design a
vacuum oven using radiant heaters to heat the
fixture and have water-cooled surfaces facing the
chamber walls.  Since there is no convective
heating in the vacuum chamber, this will
minimize heating of the chamber walls.  It may
be desirable to actively cool seal areas if heat
build-up is a concern.  This can be done using
cooling coils on the exterior of the chamber.  If
the fixture has attained a high temperature
during processing it may be necessary to have an
exit chamber that is actively cooled by flowing
gas to reduce the temperature to an acceptable
level before the fixture leaves the in-line system.

Generally each chamber is provided with
an access door(s).  This allows easy cleaning,
maintenance, and repair.  Processing hardware,
such as sputtering cathodes or ion guns, can be
mounted on the access door.  

Vacuum pumping of each chamber can be
done with individual pumping "stacks," or the
chambers may be joined to a common vacuum
manifold.  Often the chambers use a common
roughing manifold and each chamber has an
individual high-vacuum pump.  This can result in

limitations on the use of the system.  For
example: If two chambers at different pressures
are opened to the roughing manifold at the same
time, gases from the higher-pressure chamber
will tend to enter the lower-pressure chamber.
This may not be acceptable.

Transfer mechanisms are driven from
outside the vacuum chamber by rotary-motion
vacuum feedthroughs.  The drive can be a
positive mechanism, such as gear-and-sprocket,
or it may be a friction drive, such as powered
rollers.  For tall fixtures, such as a vertical pallet
fixture, it may desirable to stabilize the moving
fixture by having a fixture guide at both top and
bottom.  Transfer mechanisms and drive trains
are often the operational weak points of an in-
line system.   

Sometimes a back-and-forth motion is
desirable in the processing chamber.  For
example, the fixture might need to have multiple
passes in front of a planar sputtering cathode
and a linear ion gun, both in the same chamber.
This allows periodic "atomic peening" of the
growing film structure by inert-gas ion bombard-
ment to densify the film without requiring a bias
on the substrate.  Use of reactive ions allows
reactive deposition by depositing a few
monolayers of metal, followed by bombardment
with a reactive species such as oxygen or
nitrogen.  A back-and-forth motion requires the
necessary chamber length, drive mechanism,
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attention to the Russian work (Appendix I) that
describes 2-layer AR coatings and providing the
translations given in Appendix 1.
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Appendix I
May 3, 2004
To: Don Mattox (by E-mail)
From: George Dobrowolski
Below is the Russian original and the English
translation of the contents of the title page of
the book which I am also appending in the form
of a file for your interest:

Academician I.V. Grebenshchikob, A.G. Vlasov,
B.S. Neporent, N.V. Suikobskaya

The Antireflection Coating of Optics/Reduction of
the Reflection of Light by the Surfaces of Glass
(Prosvetlenie Optiki/ Umienshenie otrazheniya
sveta poverchnost’yu stekla), edited by
I.V.Grebenshchikov, published by Gocudarstvennoe
Izdatelstbo Technicko-Teoreticheskoi Literaturyi
(State Publishers of Technical-Theoretical
Literature) Moskva  1946  Leningrad

The book consists of 212 pages and is organized
in 9 chapters with headings:
1. Physical basis for the antireflection effect
2. Mathematical theory of the antireflection

effect of thin films
3. Physical properties of antireflection

coatings and their control
4. Antireflection coating of silicate glasses

using an etching method
5. Antireflection of glasses by deposition of

silicon-organic solutions
6. Deposition of antireflection coatings

through the deposition of fluoride vapors in
a vacuum

7. Antireflection though the deposition onto
the surface of a glass of monomolecular
layers of organic materials

8. The manufacture of glasses with an
enhanced reflection coefficient through the
deposition of titanium dioxide layers

9. Antireflection coating through the deposi-
tion of two-layer coatings.

It contains 99 illustrations (some of equipment),
tens of tables, and over a hundred references.
Very impressive for a book which must have been
written during the Second World War, if it was
approved for publication in March of 1946 and
came out later in the same year.  
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and position sensors.
Position sensors allow a “fail-safe"

operation of the transfer mechanism.  The
fixture must be in the correct position for the
process to begin or for a valve to close. Position
sensors may operate by optical, mechanical,
electrical, or magnetic sensing.

Sensors in the system enable software to be
programmed to allow automation of the motion
and the processing.  In high-throughput systems,
movement of fixtures from one processing
chamber to another or into or out of a transfer
chamber are often coordinated to maximize
efficiency.  This can lead to an inflexibility in
system use.  This can be important if the system
is also going to be used for development or
process characterization.  If this is a considera-
tion, the software should be such that it can be

reprogrammed easily.  It may even be desirable
to run the system in a manual mode, yet leave
the "fail-safe" sensors operative.  

In some modules, the substrates may be
electrically isolated ("floated") so a bias voltage
can be applied to the fixture/substrates or so a
uniform self-bias can be created on the surface of
a dielectric material.  (Note: Often a dielectric
surface that is being subjected to a flux of
charged particles and is being held in a grounded
metal fixture will have a different surface
potential near the edges from that at the center
due to surface-charge leakage.  This effect can be
minimized by electrically isolating the fixture
from ground.)  Electrical isolation can be
provided to the whole fixture and transfer
assembly or just to the part of the fixture that
holds the substrates.  If the whole fixture and

transfer assembly are biased, the total area can
be very much greater than just the substrate
area.  This wastes power and may cause
operational problems.  Electrical contact to just
an area on the fixture that is electrically isolated
from the rest of the fixture and the transfer
mechanism can be done using brush-contacts or
mechanically loaded make-break contacts that
release before the fixture is moved.     

Sometimes redundant processing volumes,
such as long processing chambers or dual
cooling chambers, may be needed to allow for
more processing time than is required by other
processes.  The cycle-time-limiting processes
need to be carefully considered in the design of
the in-line processing system. 
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